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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider two sequences (a,) and (b,) defined by 
a n+ 1 = M@,T b,), (la) 
b n+, =M’(a,+,,btJ (lb) 
where a,,b,ER’ and M and M’ are means belonging to a class to be 
defined below. The process attributed to Archimedes (see [4]) for estimating 
zr is a special case of (1) with a, = 3 ,,f3, b, = 3 fi/2 and M and M’. 
respectively, the harmonic and geometric means. Phillips [ 7 1 has shown that. 
with Archimedes’ choice of M and M’ and initial values a, = 2t and 
b, = t* + 1 (t # l), the sequences converge to the common limit 
2t(t2 + 1) 
t2- 1 
log t. 
One of the key features of Archimedes’ process is the monotonicity of the 
two sequences, which provides lower and upper bounds for the limit at each 
stage. We will see that this monotonicity is preserved by our generalization 
(1). We will also explore the rate of convergence of the sequences (a,) and 
(b,) and find that this is independent of the choice of A4 and M’. 
Lehmer 161 has studied a process which is superficially similar to (1) in 
which the sequences (a,) and (b,) are defined by 
U n+,=M@,~b,A Pa) 
b nt, = M’(u,, b,J (2b) 
This is a generalization of the process, due to Gauss [ 3 1, for evaluating the 
complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds. In this case, M and 
M’ are the arithmetic and geometric means. (See also [5, Problem 58 of 
Chapter 31.) 
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We now discuss the definition of mean to be used in this paper. Chisini 
[l] defined the mean of a and b relative to a function F as a number m such 
that 
F(m, m) = F(a, b). (3) 
For example, the arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means, in the sense of 
Chisini, correspond to the choice in (3) of F(a, b) = (a + b)/2, m and 
2/(1/a + l/b), respectively. Indeed, these three means share the property that 
F(m, m) = m. Dodd [2] refers to such Chisini means as substitutive means. 
However, our definition of a mean is more restrictive than that of Chisini. 
We define a mean A4 as a continuous mapping from Rf x R + to IR’ which 
satisfies the following three properties: 
a < b 3 a < M(a, b) < b, (4) 
Wa, b) = M(b, a), (5) 
a = M(a, b) * a = b. (6) 
It is clear that such means are substitutive means. We shall presently give 
examples of such means, but first show the underlying convergence property 
of our sequences. 
THEOREM. The sequences defined by (1) converge monotonically to a 
common limit. 
ProoJ First let us consider the case where a, ,< b,. We now show by 
induction that 
a, < a n+, G&z+, Gb,, n = 0, I,... * (7) 
For, assume that a,, < 6, (which holds for n = 0). Then from (la) and (4) we 
have 
and from (lb), (4) and (8) we have 
a n+l Gbb,+, Gb,. (9) 
Combination of (8) and (9) then gives (7) from which it follows that (a,) is 
monotonic increasing, bounded above (by b,) and has a limit, say a. 
Similarly, (b,) is monotonic decreasing and has limit /3. By continuity of A4 
and M’ we have a = M(a,p) and p = M’(a,/3) and by (6) each of these 
yields a = /3, showing that the two sequences converge monotonically to a 
common limit. The case where a,, > b, is similar and this completes the 
proof. 
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2. SOME CLASSES OF MEANS 
In this section we will give examples of means, as defined by properties 
(41, (5) and (6). I n each case it is easily verified that these properties hold. 
(a) The Minkowski means: 
&(a, b) = ((a” + b”)/2)““. (10) 
The choice of p = 1,0 (in the limit) and -1 corresponds to the arithmetic, 
geometric and harmonic means, respectively. 
(b) The means introduced by Lehmer [6]: 
up + bP 
MP@T b) = ap- I + bP-, . (11) 
The arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means can be recovered from (11) 
by choosing p = 1, f and 0, respectively. 
(c) Define: 
aPg(a) + bPg(b) ‘lp 
M(a’ b, = t g(a) + g(b) 1 ’ O<lpl<m. (12) 
where g is a continuous mapping from Rf to ii? +. This includes both (10) 
and (11) as special cases. The choice g(x) = 1 gives (IO), and (11) is 
obtained by first putting p = 1 in (12) and then choosing g(x) = xp- ‘. 
(d) Now we take h as a continuous mapping from R ’ to IF: ’ which is 
also strictly monotonic increasing and define 
M(a, b) = h - ‘(f(h(a) + h(b))). (13) 
With h(x) = xp, (13) provides another generalization of the Minkowski mean 
(lo)* 
(e) We note that, in (13), i(h(a) + h(b)) is the arithmetic mean of h(a) 
and h(b). This observation motivates the discovery of the mean 
M(a, b) = h - ‘(M’(h(a), h(b))), (14) 
where h is again a continuous monotonic increasing mapping and M’ is an 
arbitrary mean. Thus (14) is a generalization of (13). 
In (14) let us now take 
M,(a 
3 
b) = w(a”P) + k?(b”P) 
g(a”“) + g(b”“) ’ (15) 
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where g is a continuous mapping from R + to R + and thus the M’ of (15) is 
of the form (12) with p = 1 and g(x) replaced by g(x”“). If now in (14), 
having chosen M’ as in (15), we take h(x) = xp, then (14) reduces to (12) as 
a special case. Thus all the means we have discussed in this section are 
special cases of (14). 
3. RATE OF CONVERGENCE 
We now examine the rate of convergence of the two sequences (a,) and 
(b,), as defined by (1). In addition to the continuity of A4 and M’ which we 
have assumed hitherto, we will demand that M and M’ possess continuity of 
their partial derivatives up to those of second order. In what follows we use 
a to denote the common limit of the sequences (a,) and (b,). First we 
observe that 
Mx(a, a) = lim 
M(a + 6, a) - M(a, a) 
S-0 6 
= lim Wa, a + 4 - M(a, a) 
S-0 6 
= M,(a, a), 
where we have used (5). We then argue that 
a + 6 = M(a + 6, a + S) = M(a, a) + 26M,(a, a) + O(6’) 
whence it follows that 
M,(a, a) = +. 
We note that this last result holds for all means M. 
We now write a, = a + 6,, 6, = a + E, and deduce from (1) that, as 
n-+ co, 
and 
6 n+ 1 = $(6, + E”) + O(Sf, + EZ) (16) 
E ?I+1 = $(a, + 34 + O(St, + Ei). (17) 
We recall the monotonicity of (a,) and (b,) and suppose that 6, > 0 and 
E, < 0, with the sequences (6,) and (E,) both tending to zero. (The case when 
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6, < 0 and E, > 0 is treated similarly and we can exclude the case when 
6, = E, = 0 for this entails that a, = a = b, for all m > n.) It follows that 
En -En+1 a@, - 6,) + O(Sf, + Ei) 
~,-&7+, = ;<s, - E,) + O(Sf, + eft) ’ 
or equivalently 
En - E,+ I =-~(~,-~,+,)+(~,-~,+,).0(l~,,l+IE,/). 
Replacing n by n + 1, n + 2,..., n + p - 1 (p E N), adding and using the fact 
that 6, and E, tend monotonically to zero we obtain 
En - En+p = -fk4 - &+,I + (&I - h+,) . O(l~,l + I&nil. 
Letting p + co we see that 
(18) 
The fact that 
for the sequences (6,) and (E,) in question is the content of Problem 38 of 
Chapter 3 of Klambauer [S], from which this argument is taken. 
From (16), (17) and (18) we readily deduce that 
6 ntl = is, + 0(6;), 
E n+l = aE,, + 0(&i). 
We have thus shown that the errors of both sequences (a,) and (b,) tend 
to zero asymptotically like l/4”. This was shown in Phillips [7] for the 
special case of the original Archimedean double sequence. In addition to 
this, he showed that much more rapid convergence to the common limit is 
obtained by considering a sequence of the form (a,, + 2b,)/3 = c,, say. In the 
case discussed above, by assuming that M and M’ have continuous partial 
derivatives of the third order, so that in Eqs. (16) and (17) the second-order 
terms are displayed in detail, Eq. (18) can be improved to 
where 
&“=-~~,-~d(6”-&,)6,+0(~6,~3+~&,~’), (19) 
d = 4M,,(a, a) + M&(a, a). 
409/101!2 17 
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(It is not difficult to show that 
MAa, a) = -M.Ja, a> = Myy(a, a> 
for a twice differentiable function M which satisfies (4), (5) and (6).) From 
(19) it follows that 
C PI+1 --a: htl+2htl 1 
= f&+2&, -16 
as ~z+co 
c, - a 
unless d = 0. Thus the above sequence (c,) does converge more rapidly than 
(a,) or (b,) in this general case. 
4. THE GAUSSIAN SEQUENCE 
Lastly we consider briefly the double sequence (2) which Lehmer [6] 
generalized from the arithmetic-geometric mean process of Gauss. For 
continuous functions M and M’ satisfying (4)-(6) it is not difficult to show 
that each sequence (a,) and (b,) converges to a common limit, say, a. If we 
employ a Taylor series expansion, assuming that M and M’ have continuous 
third-order partial derivatives, we see that 
6 n+l=f(~~+~,)+f~,,(~~~)(~,--E,)2+0(l~,13+I~,13) (20) 
and 
E “+, = i(S, + En) + $KJa, a>(4 - qJ2 + 0(1413 + l&,13). (21) 
Subtracting, we obtain 
6 tt+1 -c,+1= f{M,,(a,a)--M:,(a,a)}(6,-&,)* +Wn13 + Id3>- 
If Mx.(a, a) # M:.Ja, a) it follows easily that, unless a, = b, = a for some 
non-negative integer n, the sequences (6,) and (E,) eventually converge 
monotonically to zero, one from each side. Then using the method of 
Section 3 we can show that 
6 n+ 1 = wm and E,, , = O(s,!J as n-+oo. 
A more detailed argument subsequently gives 
6 n+l= {M,,(a,a)--M:,(a,a)}6:,+0(16,13) 
and 
E n+1= -WxAa7 4 -K&, 4% + Wn13) 
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as n -+ co. This demonstrates the quadratic nature of the convergence of the 
process, which was established by Lehmer for the cases where M and M’ are 
both of type (10) or both of type (11). 
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